NPG centralizes operations with
Grass Valley, a Belden Brand
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CASE STUDY NPG CENTRALIZES OPERATIONS WITH GRASS VALLEY
News-Press and Gazette Company (NPG) is a family-owned business based in St. Joseph, Missouri, which owns
and operates media properties consisting of daily and weekly newspapers, and 15 radio and TV stations in Missouri, California, Colorado, Oregon, Idaho and Texas.

T

he company sees its most valuable asset as the news they
produce for each local market, consistent with their driving
goal, “To be the best and most reliable provider of local
information, communication and entertainment services.”
However, the control and quality of service from local markets
varied to such an extent that questions arose as to whether a
planned upgrade to full HD services for each remote location
could also include further improvements. It was determined it
would be an opportune time to rethink master control and signal
monitoring to ensure that services are delivered to viewers in
each market served at consistently high quality across NPG.

Business Case
NPG knew it had arrived at a crossroad with the television broadcast infrastructure at each of its eight local television markets.
Limitations of their existing, highly localized and predominantly
manual workflows were effecting product quality. It was quickly
acknowledged that a major infrastructure investment would increase product quality with a favorable return.
The rationale behind NPG’s initiative was to achieve greater
technical efficiency, control and quality, complemented by a
substantial savings that would be reinvested to invigorate NPG’s
local news production and distribution capabilities.
Grass Valley was tapped to supply control, monitoring and logging technology for the project’s core master control solution,
which was being managed by Jim DeChant, director of technical
operations for NPG. Utter Associates, a Seattle-based system
integrator was hired to design and install the new infrastructure.
Grass Valley was also selected to provide a comprehensive
range of routing technology, audio and video signal processing,
streaming IRDs, branding and downstream keyers, multiviewers,
and automated monitoring and streaming processes for set-top
boxes.

The entire project was to be completed for all eight stations within a single
calendar year.
It was time to get to work.

Scope of Work
At the outset of this project, NPG’s sites were broadcasting largely in standard definition, with workflows and practices that required a great deal of
manual control and intervention. Each station performed similar functions
that were candidates for centralization including acquisition, playout, control and monitoring.
Working closely with Grass Valley, the Utter Associates team identified
Grass Valley’s iControl Remote Station Monitoring — specifically designed
and engineered for centralized station control and monitoring — as the
ideal solution to link NPG’s Broadcast Operations Center (BOC) in Colorado Springs, CO with each of the remote facilities. BOC operators would
monitor the quality of all services and network operating conditions for up
to 40 channels across eight physical locations and various network affiliations. The master control technology at each location is mirrored centrally,
enabling remote locations to be manned or to be controlled remotely in
concert with the BOC, which can perform all master control functions including ingest, preparation of program materials and the input and execution of traffic logs for assigned services.
iControl Remote Station Monitoring is used worldwide by leading station
groups and national broadcasters for control and monitoring, all while substantially reducing operating costs. The iControl user interface provides
high-quality visibility, via Grass Valley’s Kaleido multiviewers, of multiple
station signals, with audible audio and detailed signal status information
for all Grass Valley devices, in addition to any third-party devices in the
chain. Utter Associates’ Founder Erik Utter says “iControl offers unparalleled monitoring and control. When we couple it with Kaleido mulitviewers,
BOC remote operators function as if they were local.”
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In Operation
All NPG master control functions are now performed from the BOC.
Multiple IRDs, routers, processing, distribution and monitor wall
streams are actively probed and automatically alarmed with Grass
Valley’s iControl automated alarming and logging functions. Operators now have an interactive, highly visible signal path that enables
them to quickly identify and remedy questionable signals and alarms
with the highest degree of detail and accuracy. The facility’s fault-finding process vastly reduces mean time to repair and is a major boost to
the maintenance of a high quality of experience.
Grass Valley’s iControl is the core component of this solution and is
complemented by a full range of Grass Valley components now installed at NPG, including NVISION routers to streamline signal management and support iControl for rich integration with other facility
systems; Densité card-based modular processing; Kaleido multiviewers for picture quality, layout flexibility and signal probing; and
EdgeVision for multi-channel quality of experience (QoE) monitoring
across the entire network.
In short, NPG’s BOC can now remotely monitor and control all functions of its disparate broadcast locations with a far higher degree of
accuracy, control and quality than had ever been possible before.

A Word From NPG
NPG’s Jim DeChant said, “Grass Valley’s technology has been absolutely central to our new system, providing us with the ability to monitor, control and deliver consistent, pristine signals for all of our local
stations. This has, in turn, enabled us to make good on our corporate
commitment to practice electronic journalism at its finest.”
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Join the Conversation at GrassValleyLive on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and Grass Valley - A Belden Brand on LinkedIn.
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